
Set 8 Break Away 

Opponent is stepping in from a ready position grabbing the shoulders/lapel with both hands 

1. (upward) (rising moon)  both hands striking above the elbows with scorpion strike, pushing up while 

bending the knees and thrusting upward. Finish with afront snap kick to the groin follow with an elbow 

strike to the ribs 

 

2. (downward chop) (crashing waves)  Quick circular motion coming down with chops ( can use hammer 

blow) to the inside of elbows, body in motion a the same time with downward bend of the knees.  Step 

right foot past attackers right hip, right hand upward palm strike to the chin, step  through, left hand 

to the small of the back and take down. 

 

3. (inward right palm)  pivot to the right while striking with a right palm strike to the back of the elbow.

 (dislocating elbows)  * for this move the attacker steps in with left foot 

 Add on:  step left and place your leg behind the attackers left leg.  Left hand grab to the gi, right 

 hand grab to the face, throw over hip as you pivot. 

 

4. (inward left palm)  Pivot to the left while striking with the left palm to the back of the elbow. 

      Step right behind attacker’s right leg, parry block right arm grabbing attackers hand, bend                                        

       the elbow and twist forearm away from body, tripping attacker 

 

5. (double inward palm –Crushing fury)  double circular open palm strike to the outside of the elbows push-

ing in, pivot right execute a left leg knife edge to the stomach 

 

6. (double rising dragons)  double dragons, both hands together strike between and break upward and out-

ward.  Follow up with a right hand hammer to the sternum, grab attackers head and slam onto your 

knee. 

 

7. Right arm quickly pulls away from the attackers grab , reverse direction striking the attacker in the face 

with an elbow strike.   *attacker grabs from the right side the defenders right arm both hands .  Right 

hand drops down into a palm strike to the groin, step around with left leg past attackers left hip, execute 

a left hand upward palm strike to the chin , place right hand to small of the attackers back, step through 

and take the attacker down. 

8. Circle right arm around both of the attackers arms to trap them.  Continue to circle the elbows placing 

right hand below attackers elbows (bridging) creating pressure.  Lift up on the elbows to create pain . 



 Take a small step back with the right foot then step with left and drop down into a deep  squat. 

 

9. Circle right arm around both of the attackers arms to trap them.  Continue to circle the elbows placing      

       right hand below attackers elbows (bridging) creating pressure.  Lift up on the elbows to create pain . 

        Step back 180o with right foot, execute a left open hand palm strike (cup the hand) to the attackers ear ,     

        use your hips and throw your attacker. 

  

10. right hand push attackers arms down simultaneously executing an open palm strike to the chin with the 

left hand. Finish with the right foot, 2 front snap kicks to the attackers groin, step forward into a cover 

left . 
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